2014-15 Achievement Grant Awards

Arlee High School
Patrick A BigSam
Issac M Desjarlais
Justis Haynes
Morgan A Malatare
Autumn R Moran
Shaylee M Perry
Megan R Reed
Kaylee M Samsel
Megan T Shick
Chase D Wiley
Harold D Yocum

Box Elder High School
Alyssa Lamere
Tyrah Stone Gopher
Brandon TheBoy
Carson WalksOverIce

Browning High School
Charnelle K Bear Medicine
Morgan J Boggs
Kourtney Bull Child
Shawn Tyana M Bull Shoe
Cheryl Cruz
Melissa Flamand
Kevin D Gallagher
Desiree Grant
Garrett M Hannon
Sarah R Harrison
Cody W Lucke
Joshlynn J Monroe
Charnell J Pappan
Whitnee M Pree
Koby J Red Horn
Tristen M Red Horn
Alonzo K Skunk Cap
Kyle L Skunk Cap
Shaylie J Tall Bull
Shalbilyn R Tall Whiteman
Autumn R Webber
Makena M Williams
Justin T Wippert
Zackery R Wippert

Charlo High School
Jaycee S Andersen
Kathleen L Cox
Berit E DeGrandpre
Michael T Delaney
Brooke A Doty
Kyla L Kirsch
Alyssa N Liddle
Ashley M Mock
Kristin L Nitschke
Sierra S Ragen
Mikaylan P Roylance
Dugan A Runkel
Rocco S Santorno
Madison Q Savage
Hailey A Schippers
Bridger L Smith
Jade A Smith
Stetson T Stipe
McKensie J Timms
Ashley L Tryon
Olivia V Wiggin

Dutton/Brady High School
Jake Duty
Aubree Hitchcock
Sierra Johnson
Keyan Miller
Taylor Reeve
Davey Thom

Flathead High School
Mikayla N Cardin
Keenan L Countryman
Aaron J Lucas
Cadelyn (Cadi) H Nunn
Mark A Workman
Cheyenne N Yerkes

Glacier High School
Hannah R Andrews
Kyle T Nedens
Alexandra P Other Medicine
Jordynn L Paz
Phillip R Rising Sun
Selina N Salazar
Sadye R Small
Charnea L Two Bulls
Evanna G Wallace
Tamara N White Hip
Jerrin T Whiteman

Harlem High School
T Jay B Allen
Shane J Bird Rattler
Desmond J Grant
Emma J Humphreys
Hailley M Lame Bull
Connor J Mace
Thadaias M Maratita
Sheldon N Shields
Travis M Shields
Marie J Weigand

Hays/Lodgepole High School
Kaylin M Doney
Louis C Werk

Heart Butte High School
Malique K Aims Back
Thomas A Bird
Tayler J Calf Boss Ribs
Tylynn Calf Boss Ribs
Myshayla T Calf Boss Ribs
Shayanna M England
Kyleigh L Tail Feathers

Lame Deer High School
Lana R American Horse
Stephanie A Bearcomesout
Travis L Jefferson
Damon T King
Merlin J Limpy
Brandi K Nightwalker
Elvalyn D Shotgun
Pamela J Shoulderblade
Dante R Threefingers
Lincoln High School
  Morgan Barker
  Katie Deluca
  Ian Nick
  Jonathan J Sherrod

Lodge Grass High School
  Victoria North Peigan
  Iryjah Bear Below

Nashua High School
  Natasha M Chamberlain
    Faith S Keys
    Chloe D Koessl
    Lane A Nickels
    Jordan M Ramsbacher
    Emily E Skyberg

Noxon High School
  Asiah Jensen
  William Rasmussen

Plenty Coups High School
  Liddon Decrane

Rocky Boy High School
  Trey Belgarde
  Juanaya Gamble
  Kristen Lamere
  Bowen Standing Rock
    Coltin Stump
    Jude The Boy
    Isaiah Turntoes
    Lainey Weasel Boy

Simms High School
  Briana Archuleta
  Danielle Baranko
  Jakob Bloom
  Hailey Burrows
  Victoria Clary
  Ciara Coxe
  Erik Pschernig
  Mickaela Rasmussen
  Layton Rohrer
  Logan Rushton
  Dace Steinke
Ryan Tschetter

St. Ignatius High School
Pamela Anderson
Emilio Bravo
Haley Carroll
Sydney Castor
Wyatt Decker
Nicholas Durglo
Jordyn Eichert
Francis Elverud
Robert Erickson
Andrew Esslinger
Ethan Goss-Dickie
Iisha Hammond
Angelique Kirk
Calista Magpie
Tyler Spidel
Israel Umphrey
William Von Holtum

St. Regis High School
Pilar E Cantrell-Field
Shelby N Melin
Dillion A Morales

Winnett High School
Kaden Keith
Hannah Vraspir

Wolf Point High School
Aiyana Bridges
Dylan Conner
Christina Dahl
LaRae Dahl
Randie Damon
Logan Flynn
Katherine Garfield
Austyn Juve
Alecia Macdonald
Myron Menz
Logan Nefzger
Alexandria Rodriguez
Dennis White Eagle